
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Saving 
 

Blockchain technology 
 

 

 

A good way to save and then pay or buy, for your 

needs, tastes and more. 
 

 

 

 



Saving 

A digital alternative 

 (English Version) 

 

Saving was born from the idea of being able to have a cryptocurrency 

with which you can save and then spend, invest, have the freedom to 

direct your savings to any economic point that requires it. 

 

For years cryptocurrencies have been booming in the digital asset 

markets and as an alternative to use the paper or currency that we know, 

this can be seen thanks to the fact that more and more projects are being 

born trying to have an economic form and base in a currency digital. 

 

Projects ranging from simplifying a payment to those looking for 

advanced technological solutions. 

 

Saving try to go for the part of simplifying any economic lifestyle in 

society, thus trying to have good utility both to save and to buy, invest, 

pay or simply spend on what you want. 

 

With this we seek that Saving is adopted for any economic project, as a 

means of payments. For example, go to the supermarket to do the 

shopping and simply pay with saving, close a business remotely or in 

person, making a transfer with saving quickly and safely, receiving 

payments with saving before any service you provide, saving for your 

vacations in an intelligent way and digital, to later cover expenses with 

saving, all this and more can be achieved with this cryptocurrency 

project. 

 



Do you have a project in mind? In the commercial and economic part, 

saving can be a good ally. 

 

Saving also seeks to achieve partnerships with other digital projects by 

offering financial support to new projects and consolidating those that 

have been in the market longer, opening trade between currencies. 

 

*STRUCTURE 

How does coin saving work? 

Saving is a digital currency based on POS type mining (Proof Of Stake or 

proof of stake). Explained in plain language, what this does is that by 

having a certain amount of saving in an electronic wallet, you participate 

in the mining of it, obtaining profits for this action, said profits are 

payments of the same saving currency to your wallet of automatic way. 

This type of mining also has another peculiarity and is called masternode 

which is implemented by blocking a specific amount of saving in the 

wallet and obtaining rewards, the masternode has a more complex 

configuration than just leaving saving amount in stake, since it requires 

a vps to serve as the master node in the entire saving network. The 

rewards are divided into a percentage of each block (a block contains a 

certain amount of saving), thus giving a higher percentage of profit to 

the masternodes. 

 

The currency bears the name Saving and the symbol SVI, it has a total 

amount of coins of about 9,999,999,999 svi, a premium of just about 

200,000,000 svi equivalent to 2% of the total approximately, of this 2% is 

used for payments that are required in our own currency, in the markets, 

pos mining pool, among others, is also used to give away the same 

currency from time to time as a promotion among users, among other 

things of interest to the project. Everything else is available to all users 

who purchase saving, according to the mining functionality already 

explained above. 



 

The block chain is configured so that each block that comes out 

approximately every 45 seconds, with a confirmation for each mined 

block of about 700 confirmations, this means that within the mining post 

saving, each address that is participating in stake or stake has more 

opportunity. masternode. 

 

Transactions are super fast and secure, when transferring saving from 

one address to another it will be available at the address received after a 

confirmation, each confirmation is equivalent to the output of a block. 

 

* SOCIAL 

Saving plans to do social good, bringing humanitarian aid to places of 

need, thinking mainly of children and the elderly. 

 

*COMMERCE 

The saving trade is created in the cryptocurrency exchange, it is 

currently listed in 2 exchanges and we try to list it in more. In addition, 

we have also listed the currency in the payment gateway, so you can trade 

saving with fiat money while it is available, at the same time it can be 

traded with other cryptocurrencies on the same gateway. 

 

* NETWORKS OR MEDIA 

Saving currently has an official website, a telegram channel, a discord 

channel, a bitcointalk, it is also on other unofficial channels of the 

project but that use saving in conjunction with other cryptocurrencies. 

 

 

 



*Epilogue 

This document is in progress, so it will be updated as we have more 

progress and news in the project. We invite more people to be part of this 

digital project called saving. 

Saving Developer 

 

 


